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The 6th in-person edition of CC Forum "Investment in Sustainable Development" will
take place on 6-7th July 2021 in Monte-Carlo under the High Patronage of HSH Prince
Albert II of Monaco in partnership with International Investment Congress 2021.
The event will be followed by 7th edition of CC Forum in London in October 2021.
5 April saw the signing of the Agreement about creating the alliance of the biggest
investment funds as well as the plan of development up until 2030. 6th edition
of CC Forum & International Investment Congress will be a platform uniting the
owners of multi-million assets represented by the alliance. The overall amount of
investment is circa 2,4 billion USA dollars which is to make it one of the world's largest
pools of capital. The participants' investment portfolios have a large spectrum across
all sectors of the world economy.

"The Alliance's investors are listening to the science which is guiding us towards
sustainability", Ms Anna Stukkert, President of International Investors Congress says.

CC Forum tagged by some journalists as
a green Davos will feature four core
ideas:
- Investment solutions to environmental
issues;
- Social impact
- Profit-making
- Prospects and business opportunities
during and post Covid19

As aptly said by Albert Einstein, "a crisis of any nature can provide amazing
opportunities". Indeed, even the hard times we are all going through today can be
considered as a catalyzer towards rethinking the global paradigm and building a
more sustsinable world.
CC Forum is a global platform on which governments present their initiatives,
where scientists showcase their discoveries, where big and small companies make
global statements and where the savviest of the investors connect to the brightest
of startups.
CC Forum covers a wide range of issues related to investment in sustainability
including Climate Change, Government Strategies, Green Energy, Waste
Management, Healthcare, Education, Finance, Emerging Technologies,
Philanthropy and Social Inclusion.

"Covid19 should accelerate the transition towards a sustainable and inclusive green
economy, not retard it", as has been pointed out by Mr Qais Alnuaimi, Head of the
Climate Change Department of the UAE's Ministry of Energy.
The first edition of CC Forum was held in London three years ago and convened top
leaders and influencers.
This was followed by significant developments for CC Forum and its Chairman Mr
Max Studennikoff:
- London, September 2019: CC Forum London "Emerging Technologies for
Sustainable Development" received a royal greeting by HM Queen Elizabeth
II where she sent her good wishes for the upcoming forum.
- London, October 2019: CC Forum London took place at Queen Elizabeth II
Conference Centre in central London which saw the participation of Mr Nouriel
Roubini, a world renowned economist, HSH Prince Michael of Liechtenstein, Tim
Draper, the investor, Lord Marland of Odstock, Chairman of Commonwealth
Committee and other high profile speakers. A dedicated reception at the House of
Lords of the British Parliament was held sponsored by Lord JD Waverley.

- Monaco, August 2020: Mr Max Studennikoff was
given an audience at Grimaldi Palace by HSH Prince
Albert II of Monaco where the details of the
upcoming Monegasque edition of CC Forum were
discussed.
- Monaco, September 2020: CC Forum Monaco
"Investment in Sustainable Development" was held
at Fairmont Monte-Carlo under the High Patronage
and in the presence of HSH Prince Albert II of
Monaco. The forum featured a stellar line-up
including Ban Ki Moon, Dame Jane Goodall, Stanley
Johnson, Julian Lennon, Tim Draper, Per
Wimmer and Gunter Pauli. The forum culminated
in the traditional Investors' Gala Dinner & Awards
Giving Ceremony at the iconic Sporting Monte-
Carlo which saw the performance by the
legendary Maestro Placido Domingo accompanied
by the soloists of Montecarlo chamber orchestra.

- Dubai, March 2021: Mr Max Studennikoff, Chairman of CC Forum was
received at the Palace of His Excellency Sheikh Awadh Majrin bin Sultan.
-Dubai, April 2021: 5th edition of CC Forum "Investment in Sustainable
Development" was held in Dubai. The participants included MrQais
Alnuaimi, Head of Climate Change Department of the UAE's Ministry of Energy,
billionaires Mishal Kanoo and Sanoj Dhamindranath, HH Sheikh Saquer Al
Qassimi, HH Sheikha Noora of the Kingdom Bahrain, HH Sheikha Hend Al
Qassemi. The important part of the event was its Gala Dinner & Awards Giving
Ceremony at Dubai Opera House which featured the historic joint performance
by two stars of classical music the violinist Maxim Vengerov and the
pianist Evgeny Kissin.
The official partner of CC Forum Middle East was NAUKA - a life long learning
platform for the present and the future. NAUKA which is being launched in
2021 is working alongside founders of the new technologies to help them
envision in detail the range of new future jobs. Nauka World is to transform
our lives' shape and form through its global virtual online education for one's
participation and immersion today with the science of tomorrow as it strives to
apply virtual reality and nano science to create the leaders of tomorrow.

A strategic partner of CC Forum is Triglobal Capital Partners (TGCP), an
international investment partnership advancing the mission of sustainable
development via timely creation and effective management of investment
projects in real estate, agriculture, healthcare, energy, and digital technology.

The other partner of CC Forum Middle East was Schloss Krumbach
International School, a co-educational boarding school for 12-19 year olds
located in an ancient Austrian castle, a sustainability oriented institution
reinterpreting best teaching traditions of Europe to work in sync with the
cutting-edge technologies.
The event was supported by Nexus Worldwide, a leading UAE-based event
management company specialising in organising a wide range of sports, leisure
and cultural events.
Over the past three years a number of global announcements have been made
at CC Forum's editions which included the launch of 1 billion
dollar Fusion Bank in London, a ceremonial unveiling of the
rebranded Delage hybrid car worth 2,4 million euro (1100 h/p, 650 km/h) in
Monaco and the launch of 2 billion US dollar Triglobal Capital Fund in Dubai.
The 6th edition of CC Forum will take place in Monaco under the High
Patronage of HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco in partnership with International
Investment Congress in Berlin. The nominees for CC Forum Sustainability
Awards include the famous founder of Lord of the Dance Show philanthropist
Michael Flatley. Entrepreneur Sir Richard Branson and HRH Princess Victoria of
Sweeden and philanthropist Michael Flatley have also been offered
Sustainability Awards by CC Forum's Organising Committee.

The previous 5th edition of CC Forum "Investment in Sustainable Development"
took place on 31st March - 1st April 2021 in Dubai. The UAE has been at the
spearhead of the transition from fossil-based economy toward a knowledge
based economy and greener energy. The event provided high ranking officials,
impact investors, high net worth individuals, members of the royal families and
public figures with an opportunity to brainstorm and discuss possible solutions
for a more sustainable future.

To become a partner you can register on our websites:
www.cc-forum.com
http://congress-realty.com/en

"Extracting profit should be incorporated into a larger agenda which should include
resolving environmental issues whilst emphasising the social problems. Both
principles should be at the heart of the modern corporate strategies. Emerging
technologies like blockchain and AI can play a significant part in fighting some of the
existential issues we are all facing today", according to Mr Max Studennikoff,
Chairman of CC Forum.
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